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Here is the first secret of the successful surrender of the first session - learn for the sake of
knowledge, and not for the sake of evaluations.If you, from the very beginning of your study at the
university, take the rule that in the university you need to get knowledge and only occasionally to
fool (quite without it, well, it is not possible, because Student years are the best years in a person's
life, well, or someFrom the most unforgettable), then there will never be problems with the surrender
of sessions.
The advice here is: perceive learning as a bridgehead for your future jump in the world of
success.You have come for this to the university to achieve something special, right?:) And who
reaches the height of success?Who envy others and the envy constantly criticize the successful
personality?Success reaches only that person who can do what the others cannot do.
Of course, you can achieve success, and without learning in the academic environment.However,
since you chose a university as a starting site into a cloudless adult life, then be kind to work at the
maximum, i.e.Start learn from August of the month.Yes Yes.It is very important to come to the
institute prepared to be ready for learning loads, and most importantly to the curriculum.
Here is the second secret of the passing of your first session - get ready in advance to the upcoming
exams and then the session for you will be just a paradise.
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Advanced training does not imply daily sitting on books and incessant bunning time.Perhaps
someone is interesting, but it is not for us, not for pragmatic people.The result is important to us,
because we have repeatedly wrote in our previous articles that now everyone needs exactly the
result.How he mined is another question.
However, you will be assessed at the result of your activity.No one will ask you at 21, which you had
an estimate in the third quarter in the Russian language.Maximum that they ask: Are there three in
the certificate?In general, usually ask: what color is the diploma.Everything!How did you get it?What
are your estimates in the quarters, how much you read books - you will not ask such
questions.People have too little time to make a detailed dossier about you.Now they make only the
dossier of the results and Basta.
However, if you reaches the result you need by the incessant cloth of books during training, then
you should think about whether the specialty did you choose to receive vocational education?We do
not say that the books should not read, on the contrary, we always encourage you to be dear

readers, so that you, if possible, every day paid at least a little time to this important process - brain
training through reading books.
How to prepare for the delivery of the session?
However, it is not necessary to confuse a simple reading to understand reading with an ax, i.e.Banal
learning material by heart with almost complete misunderstanding of how to take advantage of the
knowledge gained in life.We hope you understand this moment, moving on.
Third secret, or even better to say, the answer to the question "how to hand over the first session" is
the presence of discipline and systemics of your actions.What does it mean?And everything is
simple, gentlemen, if you fulfill all your homework, which you ask you, and, to all, you will still walk
almost all classes, then you are guaranteed a bonus in the form of a bonus during the session.
That student who is in good faith study, and not just pretending to learn, always looks in the eyes of
the teacher above the rest of the student.And what does it mean to "be not like everything"?This
either means different from others either into the worse or for the better, isn't it?The first option is not
suitable for us, becauseYou are configured to become the first session, and you can pass it as
much as possible.
Accordingly, you should differ from others for the better to be on the finish line first, i.e.Get the
cherished assessment "Excellent" in your own yet a clear credit book.Therefore, take an
appointment of the following rule: responsibility and discipline allows you to smooth out the
difficulties of the upcoming session to 50%.
Similar words, this means the following: if you visit lecture and seminar classes at the maximum,
always fulfill all the tasks, including home, then the sessions can be almost not afraid you, in view of
the lack of many subjects for Fame for you personally.After all, one who is in good faith study, in
many ways (or even it may happen that items for all) the subjects receive an excellent assessment
by the "automatic".
For those who are not aware, the assessment "AUTOMA" is when the evaluation for the exam put
you without any response to the exam ticket. However, you will not think, respected freshmen, that
"Avtomat" is a freebie. This is not the case, it is a freebie only during the session, and so as to
obtain an assessment by the "automatic" requires painstaking work and perseverance throughout
the semester, i.e. In order to get perfectly, not answering the exam questions during the session, it
is necessary to perseverably worry all the half a year to show the teacher that you are really worthy
of excellent assessment, and that the assessment - "AUTOMAT" will be for you a certain reward for
work on throughout the whole semester.
Conclusion: Above, we considered the main tricks that will help you pass the first session.Briefly list
them again for you to make you the very first session remember the formula of successful learning
at the university.

So, the secrets of the first session:
1) Learn for Knowledge, and not for the sake of evaluations
2) Prepare in advance to the upcoming disciplines
3) attend classes and perform everything you ask
These three simple rules will allow you to entrenched in your university and finally, a real student.If
you, from the very beginning of your studies at the university, you will apply these principles, then
you may not doubt the successful end of the institute, even perhaps with a red diploma.
Remember that at first the student works on his tip, and then the tilt works on it.Hence the
conclusion: Pashers, that there are urine on the first two courses and enjoy the student life and
receipt of "automata" in senior courses.

